
GA curriculum after FY2018 
・Practice school (For 6th batch students) 
 FY2018 FY2019～ 
6th batch students They must finish within FY2018. 

Students must select 

one of the following options: 

1. Apply to an internship or other activities financially supported by a company 

or an organization outside KU. Students are asked to find the destination by 

themselves. No limitation to the period of activity. 

2. Internship financially supported by the student’s laboratory. Students are 

asked to find the destination consulting with their mentor. No limitation to the 

period of activity. 

▼  If the situation turns out well, GA might be able to continue the financial 

support not fully but to some extent. Ask to GA office in advance. 

N/A (Students 

complete 

Practice school 

within 

FY2018.) 

5th or later batch 

students 

All of them have already finished. 

 

・Domestic internship 
 FY2018 FY2019～ 
All students Same as former style. 

Internship supported by external fund or job fair attendance within KU, etc. 
 

・International internship 
 FY2018 FY2019～ 
All students Students must select one of the following options: 

1. Apply to an internship financially supported by a company or an organization outside KU. 

Students are asked to find the destination by themselves. 

2. Internship financially supported by the student’s laboratory. Students are asked to find the 

destination consulting with their mentor. 

▼  If the situation turns out well, GA might continue the financial support not fully but to 

some extent. 

3. Students are required to make a presentation at an international conference TWICE. 

Either oral or poster presentation is OK. 

There is no financial support for attending a conference from GA. 
Remark: Students can select an international conference held in Japan (for instance, some international conference circulates the 

venue each year among several countries such as Japan, US, and Europe), including International conference organized by KU. 
An English session held at a domestic conference cannot be recognized as an international conference compatible with 

International Internship (for instance, the English session at the conference of Japan Society of Applied Physics held in spring and 

autumn). 

CSS and other internal events in KU or those organized by the KU related organizations the venues of which circulate only in 

Japan cannot be recognized as an international conference compatible with International Internship (an attendance of CSS is 

recognized as a course for International Exercise B). 

GA will not provide any financial support for attending an academic conference (traveling expense, registration fee, etc.) 

 


